
All answers are words or phrases used every day in cricket but you don’t need to be a 
cricketer to find the answers. Included are world famous Cricket Grounds (forget sponsor 
names) & England Cricket Captains since WWII, male & female (surnames only) 
One word answers unless otherwise indicated. 
 
No KEYWORTH WHAT NO CRICKET! 

SECOND CENTURY CRICKET QUIZ 2020 
Answers 

1 The profession of Julia Child (capt)  

2 Army officer in ancient Rome  

3 Hand garment (2 words)  

4 A deliberately adopted position  

5 Add some herbs, salt & pepper perhaps  

6 Important to learn how to at school  

7 Fresh terrain (ground)  

8 Often found in a bedroom  

9 Members organisation  

10 A brief or hurried look  

11 Very adjacent (capt)  

12 Moveable shelters  

13 Can be a link or a bond  

14 A laceration  

15 FD in an ATM  

16 Liquid refreshment  

17 Michelle Pfeiffer (2 words)  

18 Is this a leader failing to turn up  

19 Compressing cylinder, heavy, medium or light  



20 Hit of Henley (anagram 2 words) (capt)  

21 The ranking of professional cricket (2 words)  

22 Motorcyclists must wear one in the UK  

23 A month of the Calendar Year (capt)  

24 Try to pursue by having another go (2 words)  

25 This year  

26 Banned since October 2011 in international cricket  

27 Song of Norway musical is his work (capt)  

28 1984 Kirk Douglas & James Coburn cowboy movie  

29 Supporting a cause and refusing to work (2 words)  

30 Marrying handle & blade  

31 Receptacle for buds (2 words) (ground)  

32 Curator of the sward (can be 2 words)  

33 We should do this regularly on a computer  

34 A very amusing joke or story (2 words)  

35 Cease to participate in a game  

36 Geometrical shape, no sides or corners (2 words) (ground)  

37 A viewing divider (2 words)  

38 The sixties are said to have been the time to do this  

39 Butterfingers have a penchant to do this (2 words)  



 
40 Hop, step & jump leads to name share (capt)  

41 Hold on to  

42 Simon called Peter used these  

43 Accomplished versatile player (can be 2 words)  

44 Evil in the ground perhaps (capt)  

45 Activated by signalling a T from the pitch (3 words)  

46 Village where Somerset murder stumps Barnaby (2 words)  

47 For Southern Nomads (2 words) (ground)  

48 Scottish belt (2 words)  

49 A bow would be useless without his skills (capt)  

50 Refused the Union and stayed at work (2 words)  

51 Golfers need to this on the 18th to complete a round  

52 Holiday for a military man  

53 A consequence of outcome  

54 Tony may have preferred this to Suez (2 words) (ground)  

55 The eleventh man  

56 Probably a thrower from Melton Mowbray (2 words)  

57 Loved to sit at a round table (capt)  

58 Dept of Transport round object (2 words)  

59 Not out but…  



 
60 Boris has to get Brexit to this mark (3 words)  

61 Remove forcibly from power  

62 A place of significant activity (2 words)  

63 Can Fathom Them (anagram 4 words)  

64 Passageway for Neighbours composer (2 words) (ground)  

65 A bottle of beer usually needs one  

66 Radio show hosted by Goldielocks 2009-19  

67 Going backwards to clean up (2 words)  

68 Three steps along the Danube (capt)  

69 C P = 1 C or 22 Y in L  

70 Trevor Chappell veggie like delivery in 1981 (2 words)  

71 The man digging the hole stopped for this in the song  

72 Mecca of Cricket (ground)  

73 Something sporting Australians aspire to wear (2 words)  

74 Soap cherished by women of refinement (Capt)  

75 A winning fowl (2 words)  

76 Male using computer design technology  

77 High, - - - - and handsome (4 letters)  

78 Hand Made Bat Con (anagram 2 words)  

79 This Witch (anagram 2 words)  



 
80 Plunderer and producer of rum  

 81 Coastal region enjoyed by holiday makers (capt)  

82 What you do with a pancake when cooking  

83 5 P R to B T for B S a H behind the W K  

84 Refiled (anagram)  

85 Former British PM leads to three tiers (3 initials) (ground)  

86 Also used in the shower, for baseball or at school  

87 Another name for the Platt Lane Ground (3 words)  

88 Gait of locomotion   

89 Related to the Woolworths Empire perhaps (capt)  

90 A starting number in cricket, football & hockey  

91 Beef Gower Tickle (anagram 3 words)  

92 Regular quadrilateral  

93 Central in hierarchy ranking (2 words)  

94 Initials MCC lead to this batsman (capt)  

95 On BBC Sports TV David Coleman was one of the best  

96 UK drummer & swing band leader  

97 Name for the early form of Recording Runs Scored, copied 
from Shepherds counting their sheep 

 

98 An unfavourable presentation not heavy (2 words)  

99 A village on the fringe of The Fens (ground)  

100 Had a big hit with ‘The Green Door’ (capt)  

 


